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Let X be a Gaussian rv with vahxain a separable Hilbert space H having a 
covar&nce operator R of. the farm R = L$d*AL, , where LO, A are linear 
operators on H. A method is given for comp$ng in terms of &, = LZL, and A 
the dikibution of 11 X ]I*, II.11 being the norm in H. The result is applied to the 
evaluation of the.asymptotic distribution ‘kkCram&von Mises statistics when 
&$neterS are present. LO cvrresponda to the case where the true underlying 
parameter is ?mown and 4 represents the &eat of estimating the unknown 
parameter. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a Gaussian random variable (ry) with values in a separable infinite- 
dimensional Hilbert space .with ‘scilar ,pr$uct:( *, *> and corresponding norm 
11 * I), the covariance operator R of X having the form 
R = L*L, L c AL,, (1.1) 
where L,, tid A are ktlown continuous, linear operators on H, 4, being of 
Hilbert-Schmidt type;anh the star denoting the cdnjugate operitor. Moreover; 
let a &note some known element of H. The aim of this note is to present a 
general method for computing the distribution of 
II x + L*412 (14 
in terms of L, and A. The results all&w, for’ many parametric classes of proba- 
bilities, the evaluation of asymptotic distribution of Cram&-von Mises (CvM) 
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statistics when parameters are estimated from the data under the null hypothesis 
and under local alternatives. For the statistical background and the relevant 
asymptotics see Neuhaus [5]. L,, corresponds to the case where the true under- 
lying parameter is known while A contains the effect of estimating the unknown 
parameter. In a somewhat different and more specialized setting Durbin et al. [I] 
made similar considerations. It is intended herein to generalize and clarify the 
the underlying ideas. 
2. RESULTS 
The operator R, = L,*L, is self-adjoint and has eigenvectors e, , ea ,... with 
corresponding strictly positive eigenvalues A, > A, > *es > 0 having finite trace 
Cy-r hi < co. Then the vectors q< = L,,ej/N2, i > 1, form a complete ortho- 
normal system (CONS) in the closure cl L,,(H) = H1 of L,(H). The aim of this 
note as stated above may be reformulated in the following way: 
Compute in terms of A, vi , and Xi , i 3 1, the distribution of I] X + L$A*a 11”. 
The problem is solved by using an adequate representation of X. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let fr , i > 1, be i.i.d. standard normal rv’s on some D space 
and A: H -+ H a continuous linear operator with A(H,) C HI . Then, for almost 
all w E Q the series 
converges and dejnes an H-valued Gaussian rv X with covariance operator R = 
L$A*AL 0’ 
Remark. If the assumption A(H,) C HI is dropped, X has covariance operator 
LtA*flHIAL,, with nH1 the orthogonal projection on Hr. 
Proof. Denote the nth partial sum in (2.1) by X, . Then X, , n > 1, is an 
H-valued martingale with respect to u(fr ,..., &), n > 1, and 
For the second equality above note that L$ = LzlI, . 
The martingale’ X, , n > 1, satisfies Doob’s cond!tion sup,>, E 11 X, 11 < CO 
since 
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where 11 A ]I is the operator norm of A. Now, the martingale convergence theorem 
(see Neveu [7, p. 1071) assures the a.s. convergence of the series (2.1) to some 
integrable rv X. Moreover, the sequence X, , n > 1, belongs to the spaceL,(Q) 
of square integrable H-valued functions and is Cauchy because, similar to (2.2), 
E II -J&r, - xn IP = i f <A*~~ , rljy xj + o for m, tr+ co. 
ipm+l j-1 (2.4) 
Since L,(Q) is complete X, , ?t > 1, converges in L,(Q) and the limit must be 
X a.s., implying E I] X II2 = CT-, Aj ]I lIMIAq ]I2 < CO. Furthermore, 
I E<X, 3 xY --E<x,~)~l ~EII-G--Xl1211~Ilz 
+ 2(E II Xn - X II2 E II X l12Y” * II x II2 + 0, (2.5) 
Vx E H, and consequently 
EW, x>’ = iz RX,, x>~ = f (L,*A*71,, x>~ = f (q,, AL~c>~ 
Vkl ?8=1 
(2.6) 
= II G,ALdc II2 ‘i II ALox /I2 VXEH. 
But, (2.6) just means that Xhas covariance operator R. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. uw the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 ami &h a E cl AL,-,(H) 
f orn+m 
gl cl (GA*Q 9 GA*qj)(ti + (a, d)(Ej + (a, Q>) J@L II X + L,*-‘J*a 112, 
(2.7) 
Proof. Let HA4 denote, the orthogonal projection on span(e, ,..., e,,)(l). From 
A(H,) C HI 9 A*(Hll) C HIL and L,*(H,I) = (0) it follows that 
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If x, is the nth partial sum in the last series and X, is as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, the LHS in (2.7) is simply 1) X, + X, /I2 and so (2.1) entails the 
first assertion. Moreover, the LHS in (2.8) is 11 n,(X, + x,)/l2 as is easily 
checked by writing lI,,(X,, + x,) = C,“=r (X,, + x,, , e,) e, and using the 
definition of X, and (L~A*Q, e,) = (Aq, , vi) * A:‘“. The expansion (2.1) 
entails X + x EL,*(H) = d(span(e, , ea ,...)) implying 17,(X + x) -+ X + x, 
i.e., &l(X + ) x --f 0. Now, II n,(X, + x,) - (X + x)ll < II 17,(X, + x,, - 
(X + 4)II + II KYX + x)II G II x?z + x7& - (X + XII + II JLV + XII - 0; 
hence II G-&C + 4ll” -+ 11 X + x /12, i.e., (2.8). 1 
Since (2.8) contains an additional approximation compared with (2.7), one 
should use (2.7) if the quantities (L,*A*Q , L$A*q).are available. 
Using matrix notation with D, = diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 
G’a,***, Xi2s & = ((@A*Q 7 LZA*~j))i.j=l.....n > An = ((hi > ~))i,j=l....,n , 
a(,) = ((a, rlA.-, (a, G>Y, and 4~ = (& ,..., &Jr, (2.7) rev. (2.8) may be 
rewritten as 
(5~ + ad &d&n, + a(,)) a.8- l 11 X + L,*A*a II2 (2.7’) 
resp. 
I QA(&,, + adI ***- l II X + L,*A*a l12. (2.8’) 
If a(,) and & resp. D,A, are known, all that remains is the numerical evaluation 
of the quadratic forms in normal variables (2.7’) resp. (2.8’), which can be done 
by well-known methods, e.g., by’the technique of Imhof [3], or its improvement 
by Martinov [4]. 
0 
3. APPLICATIONS TO C&R-VON MI= STATWITCS 
Let B = {F(*, 9): 6 E @} be a family of k-dimensional continuous distribution 
functions (df’s), k > 1, with 8 some open subset of W, and consider estimators 
8, = B,(U, ,..., U,,) depending on the observations Vi ,..., U, with 
d~“(8, - 9) = &I2 f h(Uj , 6) + OF(.,*)(~) (3 J) 
1=1 
for some r-vector h( *, S) = (h,(*, a),..., A,( ., 9))r of functions on tl?P. 
For a fixed 6 E Q write r,&(t) = (F;‘(t, , 9) ,..., G1(tk, a))=, t = (ti ,..., fk)r, 
where F,(:, S) is the ith marginal df of F(-, 6) with left-continuous inverse 
F’(., 9). Then F&t) = F(&r, S), 6) is a’df with uniform marginals and corres- 
ponding measure PO being concentrated on Ek = [0, Ilk. The probability PO 
gives rise to the specific Hilbert space H = L,(E, , P,,). In order to apply the 
results of Section 2 we make the following assumptions; see Neuhaus [6]. 
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The functions &(t, 8) zz hd(&(t, 9), a), t E Eb., belong to H 
and are orthogonal to the functions’ 1 having the constant value 1 
on Ek . (3.2) 
For each i = 1 ,..., R the intervals where F;(*, 6) are constant 
remain unaltered when 8 varies in 9. (3.3) 
The derivatives ZF(s, 8)/S, exist Vs E i& , V8 E 8 and the 
functions Qi(t, 6) z P(s, $)/&Pi , s = f&t), are continuous 
on EK; x 8, i = l,..., r. (3.4) 
Under assumptions (3.1)-(3.4), and if {P,} is a sequence of local alternatives, 
being dominated by PO such that a,, = &*(dP,/dP,, - 1) converges in H to 
some a E H, it follows from Neuhaus [6] for the CvM statistic C, , 
C, = 
s 
[n1~2(Fn(s) -F(s, &))]“F(ds, 8,) 5 II X + L*a II2 under {P,,}, 
(3.5) 
where X is a centered Gaussian rv with values in H and L*-operator given by 
It denoting the indicator of the K-dimensional interval [0, t]. If in (3.5), 8, is 
replaced by the true 6, then in (3.6) the last sum disappears: In that case we 
shall write L$ instead of L*. 
In most cases of interest qi(t, 6) may be rewritten as 
!A(‘, $1 = G-G for some 2, E H, i = I,..., t. (3.7) 
Then L* = L$A* with the linear operator A* given by 
A*x = x - i Z&ii, x), XEH. (3.8) 
i-1 
For K = 1 PO is the Lebesgue measure X on [0, l] and L$x(t) = $ x dh - t $ x dX. 
Moreover, the eigenvalues of R, = LtLo are Xr = (ti)-2 with corresponding 
eigenvectors ei(t) = 21j2 sin rit and qi(t) = (L,ei/h:‘2)(t) = 2112 cos rit, i > 1. 
In order to give a class of concrete examples let us consider general location- 
scale families of distributions: 
For an absolute continuous density f > 0 on R with dfF and 6 = (p, a”) E 
I%! x (0; co) define F(u, 8) = F((u - F)/u) with Lebesgue-density f (u, 8) = 
(1 bJ)f ((u - P)b)t 24 E FL 
Differentiation with respect to p and u2 yields q,(& 6) = -u-‘fop*(t) and 
~a(t, 8) = -(1/2a2)F-l(t) of 0 F-‘(t),, entailing (3.4) (3.3) being trivially fulfilled. 
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In order to show (3.7) write as in Hajek and Sid& [2, p. 193, 
& f) = f’(W~N 
, 
f FW 
and 
c/J&, f) = -1 --F-l(t) * ;;;I,’ ( 0<2<1, 
and assume r(f) = II d*,f)l12 < 0~)~ 4(f) = II rpd-, f)ll” < 03. Then <&-A 
1) = (fi(*,f), 1) = 0 ad 4b(*,f )(t) =f OF-V), @pJ.,f)(t) = --F-l(t) . 
f 0 F-l(t), 0 < 5 < 1. Now, (3.7) is fulfilled with 2, = -(l/a) p(*, f) and 2, = 
w72) d*, f )* 
If 8, , n > 1, is a sequence of estimators with (3.1) and (3.2), then (3.5) holds 
true, and in order to apply (2.7’) or (2.8’) one has to compute (numerically) the 
quantities 
ok 9 77Yh e-i 2 ?I”), (4 77Yh 
and for (2.7’) additionally 
i = 1, 2, Y = l,...) 71, (3.9) 
<L&--< , L&Z,) = (-l)i+j * j-1 z~‘“-“f”(~) du/a’, i, j = 1, 2. (3.10) 
Under the further assumptions flz u * f(u) du = 0, s:z u”f(u) du = 1, and 
fir,” u4f (u) du < co, TV resp. 02 are the mean resp. variance of F((1- p)/o) and 
estimating p by the sample mean and 02 by the sample variance leads to (3.1) 
with hl(z, 8) = (X - p), h,(x, 8) = (X - ,IL)~ - u2, 6 = (p, u”). Then hl(t, 8) = 
OF-l(t) and h2(z(t, 6) = ((F-1(t))2 - 1) 02, 0 < t < 1, and (r cancels out in (3.Q 
implying that the limiting distribution of C, for the family {F((x - p)/u): 
p E R, v > 0) is independent of TV and u and can be evaluated numerically. 
Apparently, the case where p or a is known can be treated as well. Practically all 
examples treated so far in the literature are special cases of the above general 
exampIe. It should be mentioned that asymptotic efficiency of the estimators a,, 
as in Durbin et al. [1] is not assumed here. In that case simply A = A* = 
orthogonal projection on span (2, ,..., 2,)‘. 
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